
CODING @ MAISON
Computer Programming for Beginners
with computer science expert, Nicky 



Nicky is a graduate of McGill University with a

double major in Math and Computer Science. 

She also started her Masters of Computer Science

in the Fall of 2020. Currently working as a

professional developer, Nicky also has over a

decade of experience tutoring all levels, and is

a favourite at MAISON.

About Nicky

She'll cheer you on
the whole way!



Learn the Fundamentals

of Coding

> Learn how to write and run code in Java

> 10 part online course

> 1:1 lessons

> Make your own schedule

> 3 levels

Course details

> Ten private lessons [1 level] for $999+tax 

> Earn a certificate of completion

> Email maison@maisondetude.com to sign up



Intro to programming

Setting up your computer and introduction to Java syntax 

Data types

Intro to logic

Loops and basic algorithms

Loops and logic

Planning the final project using real programming best practices

Programming inputs and outputs

How the concepts learned fit into the broader field of computer science

Final touches on coding project and testing it
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course outline

level 1: beginner
Fundamentals of logic and writing your first program

Sessions are 1 hour each with 5-10 additional hours of independent work
The schedule is tentative, dependant on individual students.



course outline

level 2: intermediate
Diving into algorithms, functions, and gaining coding experience

Intro to functions

Adding functions to code from module 1 

Data structures

Intro to programming libraries

Common algorithms

Writing code which implements various sorting algorithms

Intro to the command line

Begin module 2 project

Develop module 2 project

Intro to Github / adding code to GitHub
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Sessions are 1 hour each with 5-10 additional hours of independent work
The schedule is tentative, dependant on individual students.



course outline

level 3: advanced
Putting your knowledge to use with fun and challenging programming

exercises

Real problems that are solved using code and algorithm design

Approaching a problem with a computer science mindset

Reading and writing to files

Advanced loops and conditionals

Problem solving in practice

Nested loops

Problem solving in practice pt. 2

Designing module 3 project

Develop module 3 project & best practices

Add project to github, checking out the code, making a change, 
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and re-committing it.

Sessions are 1 hour each with 5-10 additional hours of independent work
The schedule is tentative, dependant on individual students.


